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Here are the reasons why the ADIX is the best solution for the future in 
situations where PCB factories must become more and more automated: 

Multi-Batch Management
The ALTIX Automated Solution can automatically produce multiple jobs with no 
operator intervention. All jobs can have completely different characteristics such as 
the job quantity, process, panel size and types, registration, or energy. ADIX users 
with the Automated Solution have a higher advantage by continuing their imaging 
production unattended at night, allowing for a totally lights-out operation.

Manual Operation
The operator is still able to manually operate the ADIX if one-off panels must 
be produced quickly and do not require the use of automation. The loading 
table of the ADIX is fully available for the operator to quickly print quick-turn-
around panels. The operator can then release the production awaiting on the 
Automation Solution. 

Flexible Solutions
ALTIX provides optimized foot-print Automated Solutions (PT/F & CS/F) 
depending on the pdepending on the production requirements: Inner layers, Outer Layers, or/and 
Solder Mask panels. Each Automated Solution has a specific design that 
achieves full production efficiency and complies with the handling of the PCB 
materials. All Automated Solutions can be set up either during the installation 
of the ADIX, or later if a need arises. 

ADIX: A Fully Automated Solution For The Future!

The ADIX is the newest and most innovative 
imaging system on the market today! Artnet Pro 
is your representative of ALTIX North America 
for the ADIX Direct Imaging machine.

The ADIX DiThe ADIX Direct Imaging machine by ALTIX can 
integrate customized Automated Solutions 
based on the production requirements. 

By choosing the ADIX, you acquire equipment that 
provides higher production quality, is more robust than any 
LDI, and has less cost of ownership. 

Contact Artnet Pro today to learn more about the most 
advanced direct imaging solution on the market!

Higher Quality Yield
Each Automated Solution integrates an automatic cleaner to remove dust and 
particles attached to the panels. Also, it has an automatic width adjustment so that 
the section cups can properly handle the PCB panels at their edges without 
creating any marks. The Automated Solution also provides secured handling with a 
non-contact Bernoulli gripper. Finally, it manages panels that were rejected by 
sorting them aside instead of mixing them with printed panels. sorting them aside instead of mixing them with printed panels. 
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